3M™ PELTOR™ EEP-100 EU
The EEP-100 Electronic Earplug helps protect your hearing,
and can help improve situational awareness and communications in challenging environments. The ear-pieces are
rechargeable via a micro-USB jack on the charging case.
The small and lightweight design helps improve the overall
comfort and user experience. Intuitive one-button operation.
Rechargeable. Weight of 1 earplug: 4g.
EEP-100 EU OR (orange): Content: Box with charger, 1 set
of earplugs (green), USB charging cable. Additionally included
in delivery: windscreens (against background noise when
raining), TEP cord (protection against loss) and 5 different
eartips.
37070.701 EEP-100 EU orange

€ 266,80

EEP-100 EU: Content: Box with charger, 1 set of earplugs
(green), USB charging cable,assortment of 4 sets of ear-tips
37070.700 EEP-100 EU

€ 249,90

3M™ PELTOR™ LEP-200 EU OR
Integrated with state-of-the-art level-dependent technology, the
LEP-200 helps provide hearing protection in noise and situational
awareness in quiet environments. The acoustic characteristics
have been optimised for hunting (less sensitive to noise, e.g.
rain or wind). 4 levels of amplification adjustment. Earplugs and
box are optimally protected against moisture. The ear pieces
also include a small antenna to allow audio signals from radio
units to be received wireless from a neck loop accessory (Stock
N° 37070.600 - not included). Rechargeable: Charging contacts
recharge the unit while in the case.
Weight of 1 earplug: 4g.
Content: box containing charger, 1 set of earplugs, assortment of
5 sets of eartips, lanyard, windscreens, 3x AA batteries
37070.201 LEP-200 EU OR (orange)
37070.600 Neck loop for LEP/TEP-200
37070. ...

Ultra-Fit Spare earplugs
S (.001), M (.002), L (.003)
37070.004 Torque Spare earplugs
37070.901 Spare windscreens (15 pairs)
37070.300 Replacement earpiece LEP-200 EU
Modell
Features

LEP-200 EU OR

€ 581,90
€ 115,€ 4,€ 5,10
€ 19,95
€ 282,EEP-100 EU

Rechargeable electronic earplugs. Allows audio
signals to be received wireless from a neck loop
accessory. Optimised for hunting,
windscreen, 5 sets of eartips

EEP-100 EU OR

Rechargeable electronic
earplugs.
4 sets of eartips

windscreen,
5 sets of eartips

32 dB

32 dB

32 dB

Lithium-Ion

Lithium-Ion

Lithium-Ion

Stock N°

37070.201

37070.700

37070.701

Price €

€ 581,90

€ 249,90

€ 266,80

Noise reduction rating
Batteries
Colour

3M™ SecureFit™ 400
Features proprietary 3M™ Pressure Diffusion Temple Technology which
helps diffuse pressure over the ear for a secure, comfortable fit. Premium Scotchgard™ Anti-fog Coating lasts longer than traditional anti-fog
coatings, helping to increase eyewear performance in wet and steamy
environments.
Adjustable soft nosepieces, padded temple touchpoints. Polycarbonate
lens absorbs 99.9% UVA & UVB. Meets requirements of EN166.

3M™ SecureFit™ 200
Rimless lens combined with temples designed to diffuse pressure
over the ear. This innovative 3M™ Pressure Diffusion Temple
Technologie improves comfort and fit.

yellow
bronze
orange

36685.000
36685.100
36685.200

€ 10,95
€ 10,95
€ 10,95

Polycarbonate lens absorbs 99.9% UVA & UVB.
Meets requirements of EN166.
clear
grey
yellow

36682.000
36682.100
36682.200

€ 11,60
€ 12,€ 12,-

Recommended retail prices.
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3M™ Peltor™ Optime™ II

3M™ Peltor™ Optime™ III

The Optime II is a hearing protector for high levels of noise. Very
comfortable, even when worn for
long periods. Narrow, collapsible
headband. SNR = 31 dB

The Optime III is a high-performance hearing protector developed
for use in extremely loud environments or situations when the user’s
concentration must not be disturbed
by noise. The wide, softly padded headband provides optimum
comfort.

€ 37,60

37079		
Hygiene Kit

€ 12,-

37079.001

37078		
Hygiene Kit

€ 35,40

37078.500 € 13,50

very comfortable
3M™ Peltor™
Ear Defenders X4

3M™ Peltor™
Ear Defenders X5

Large, bulky cups are a thing of the
past. The new generation of 3M
Peltor X4 Ear Defenders boasts a
slim, high-quality design and optimum attenuation of up to 33 dB.

light-weight

€ 44,25

37068.000		
Hygiene Kit

The groundbreaking technology
used for the 3M Peltor X5 Ear
Defenders delivers an extremely
high performance. Can also be
worn with a protective helmet.
Hygiene Kit

Maximum possible comfort. Extremely soft,
close and filled with silicone gel. Set of 2 gel
rings and 2 foam backings. Easy to assemble.
Ideal for eyeglass wearers.

3M™ E-A-R™ Switch Protection can simply be switched from
„Normal Protection“ to „Awareness
Mode“ by pressing a rocker switch.
With patented ISL* acoustic filter can be used against peak impulse
noise up to 160 dB peak. The 3M™
E-A-R™ Switch Protection Earplugs are ideally suited where the
required level of attenuation ranges
between 15 dB and 28 dB SNR for
continuous noise level. Specially
designed soft retainer helps ensure
the ear plug remains seated inside
the ear canal. It is supplied ready
assembled fitted with medium size
ear tips but also includes a pair of
each of the three different size ear
tips (small, medium and large) for
better fit. Easy to wash and clean.

Modell
Features
Noise reduction rating
Batteries
Weight
Colour

Bulls Eye 1

37087.500
37087.600

€ 64,95
€ 67,85

for SportTac
for ComTac

3M™ E-A-R™ Ultrafit
Ultrafit is ideal whenever practical pre-shaped
earplugs are a better option.
37080.001

€ 3,70

Pack of 1 pair

3M™ E-A-R™ Classic II
These earplugs are made from soft, energyabsorbing polymer foam. They are easy to
compress and insert into the ear canal, where
they gradually expand again.

€ 33,50

Optime II

37069.500 € 14,40

3M™ Peltor™ Hygiene Kit with gel
ear cushions

3M™ E-A-R™
Switch Protection

37080.100

€ 49,50

37069.000		

37068.500 € 12,20

37080
Optime III

Pack of 5 pairs

€ 2,80

X4

X5

Switch Protection

optimum seal with low
contact pressure

developed for
demanding noisy
environments

developed for use
in extremely high
noise environments

excellent protection, with a sleek,
low profile

unparalleled attenuation, soft wide
cushions

Switchable from
"Normal Protection"
to "Awareness"

27 dB

31 dB

35 dB

33 dB

37 dB

28 dB / 16 dB

-

-

-

-

-

-

190 g

210 g

285 g

210 g

285 g

-

.000 .001 .002

.000

.000

.000

.000

Stock N°

37077

37079

37078

37068

37069

37080

Price €

€ 30,70

€ 37,60

€ 35,40

€ € 44,25

€ 49,50

€ 33,50
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Recommended retail prices.
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3M™ Peltor™ SportTac

3M™ Peltor™
SportTac Camo

An active hearing protector for hunters and sport shooters. First-class
electronics enable realistic directional
hearing and react instantly to impulse
noise. Features: folding headband,
2 microphones, button controls, audio
input, 10-fold amplification, 2 pairs of
interchangeable shells.

As SportTac, but with shells
in orange and green Digital
Camo.
37087.005

Digital camo in
orange + green
		 € 230,Hygiene Kit 37087.001
€ 12,50
Hygiene Kit with gel ear cushions
37087.500
€ 67,50

Hygiene Kit 37087.001
€ 12,50
Hygiene Kit with gel ear cushions
37087.500
€ 67,50

3M™ Peltor™ ComTac XPI
Best Tactical Hearing Protection
from 3M: Headband made from
high-grade steel covered with leather.
Slim cup design, lightweight and very
comfortable to wear. Excellent audio
quality, high amplification. High resistance to moisture. Option to connect an audio input or walkie-talkie.
Reliable protection from impulse
noise. Can be combined
with gel ear cushions.
37075.000
37075.001

olive
black

€ 200,€ 200,€ 200,-

37087.000 olive + orange
37087.002 black + red
37087.004 olive + pink

3M™ Peltor™ Tactical XP
Digital electronics control the leveldependent function, offering reliable protection from impulse noise.
Convenient menu operation; active
volume control, balance, equaliser,
volume for external input and external input mode. Audio input for an
external walkie-talkie. Switches off
automatically.

€ 541,€ 541,-

Hygiene Kit 37086.001
€ 17,50
Hygiene Kit with gel ear cushions
37087.600
€ 67,85

€ 354,-

37073.000		
Hygiene Kit

€ 19,-

37073.001

ProTac Shooter
3M™ Peltor™ Bull's Eye I

3M™ Peltor™
ProTac Hunter & Shooter
ProTac Hunter

37076.000 ProTac Hunter
37076.001 ProTac Shooter
Hygiene Kit 37076.002

Modell
Features
Noise reduction rating (SNR)
Batteries

ComTac XPI

€ 118,€ 124,50
€ 15,-

€ 30,70
€ 30,70
€ 30,70

37077.000
37077.001
37077.002

olive
black
red

Hygiene Kit

37077.500

Sport Tac

Tactical XP

Impulse noise protection,
level dependant function
interchangeable shells

Impulse noise
protection
high attenuation

26 dB

31 dB

26 dB

32 dB

2x AAA

2x 1,5V AAA

2x 1,5 AA

2x 1,5V AA

2x 1,5V AA

335 g

318 g

400 g

303 g

355 g

.000

.001

ProTac Hunter

€ 11,50

2-way communication,
level dependant
function
28 dB

Weight
Colour

Designed in conjunction with worldclass sport shooters and suitable for
various shooting disciplines.
The lower part of each cup is bevelled
to avoid interference between the
hearing protector and the stock when
aiming. Collapsible headband for
space-saving storage.

Level dependent hearing protector
for directional hearing. Stainless
steel headband for superior comfort. 3,5 mm audio input for external
devices. Available in two different
models: ProTac Hunter with an
attenuation of 26 (SNR) and ProTac
Shooter with 32 (SNR).

ProTac Shooter

Impulse noise protection,
level dependant function
high attenuation

.000 .002 .004 .005

.000

.000

.001

Stock N°

37075

37087

37073

37076.000

37076.001

Price €

€ 541,-

€ 200,-

€ 354,-

€ 118,-

€ 124,50

€ 230,-

Recommended retail prices.
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LOGIC BELT

LT
BE 73
IC . 42436
G
O Nr

Shooting sling

L

-

ent

Pat

White tension-proof material. Nickel plated buckles for rough-
adjustment. AKAH’s proven fine adjustment for precise fitting.
Slip- and stretch-free fastening. The four-part strap of the LOGIC
BELT guarantees absolute stability. It allows millimetric adjustment
of the sling length. With special, patent coupling. This closure minimises slippage. The purpose-built sling keeper for the LOGIC BELT
ensures a firm, adjustable fixture to the shooting jacket.
Logic Belt
Logic Belt left

€ 129,50
€ 129,50

37020
37021

Suspension universal 37023.000
Suspension for Sauer shooting jackets
37023.005

All items are according to the
regulations of
DSB and ISSF

€ 14,95
€ 14,95

New
New

ISOtunes Sport Advance
An in-ear tactical hearing protector that provides awareness and active gunshot noise
attenuation. It is seriously comfortable and
surprisingly lightweight.
• Lightweight design at just 23 g.
• SNR = 33 dB

• SafeMax™
technology limits
volume output to
85 dB for all-day,
damage-free
listening.
• Bluetooth 5.0 connects, and
dual-connects, devices up to
30 feet.
• Noise-isolating microphone for
clear communication in loud
environments.
• aptX™ high-fidelity sound with
codec support
37610.000
Modell
Features
Noise reduction rating
Batteries
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• Raised rubber buttons are
designed for accessibility while
wearing gloves.
• Rechargeable battery provides
up to 10 hrs of connection to any
device. Charging time: 2-3 h
• Automatic power-off after 2
hours without Bluetooth connection for battery conservation.
• IP67 durability for dust, water,
and sweat proof protection.
Included: Trilogy Foam eartips in
4 sizes. One pair of triple flange
eartips. Micro-USB charging cable
and carrying case.

€ 139,99

Sport Advance
in-ear tactical hearing protector
with Bluetooth

Sport Defy
tactical earmuff
with Bluetooth

33 dB

30 dB

3,7V Li-ion battery

Li-ion battery

Weight

23,5 g

440 g

Colour

green

green

Stock N°

37610

37605

Price €

€ 139,99

€ 139,99
Recommended retail prices.

ISOtunes Sport Defy
DEFY is a tactical earmuff that defies every assumption shooters have
about painful and restrictive hearing protection. This modern take on a
traditional style earmuff features next-generation technology, providing
environmental awareness and gunshot noise attenuation.
• Tactical Sound Control™ technology enhances your hearing
up to 8x while protecting you
from high-impact noises in under
2 milliseconds.
• 25 NRR tested and approved to
ANSI s3.19-1974.
SNR = 30 dB
• SafeMax™ technology limits
volume output to 85 dB for allday, damage-free listening.
• Bluetooth 4.2 connects, and
dual-connects, devices up to 10
m (30 feet).
• Noise-isolating microphone for
clear communication in loud
environments.
37605.000

• Lightweight design at just 440 g
(15.5 ounces) with a vented
headband and memory foam ear
cushions.
• Rechargeable battery provides
up to 11 hrs of connection to any
device. Charging time: 2-3 h
AAA battery compatible for up
to 22 hrs of connection (not
included).
• Automatic power-off after 4
hours for battery conservation.
• IPX4 durability for sweat and
water resistance.
Included: Li-ion battery, Micro-USB
charging cable, quick start guide
and product manual.

€ 139,99

GUN COVERS for match shooter's
NEXT GENERATION
Padded with 2 cm thick foam panels, which
are covered from fine fleece. Barrel and
stock will get fixed separately in a special
pocket in side. Combination lock - this
corresponds to the German law effective of
transport regulation for weapons. Backpack
straps are retractable. Two large bags (45x11
cm and 21x33 cm) outside.
63500.000
€ 79,-

"NEXT GENERATION"

BLUE STAR / BLACK STAR
in a modular system through MOLLE adaptation. The basic gun cover is made of waterproof
fabric. Thick padding, sturdy zipper, circumferential strong carrying handle. Sewn-on MOLLE
system, which allows individual attachment of
equipment pockets. Basic equipment with accessory bag. 124 cm long, 26 cm high.
63505.010 BLUE STAR
€ 79,50
63505.020 BLACK STAR € 79,50
63505.012 Accessory bag,
26x17x3cm
€ 16,63505.011 Air cylinder bag,
44x5x5cm
€ 16,90

"BLUE STAR"

"BLACk STAR"

63549 Combination Lock € 5,90

TARGETS
DSB TARGETS
Johannsen target
for small bore 50m, bullseye
Ø 112,4 mm, ring 4-10 black
38025
€ 21,60
Rifle target of cardboard,
bullseye Ø 20cm, ring 7-10
black
38190
€ 49,90

38025

AIR PISTOL
TARGETS
Air pistol target
17x17 cm
37940

€ 15,90

Bullseye for air pistol target,
14x14 cm
€ 11,30
37944

same as 38190, but with an
choring slit for bullseye
38191
€ 49,90
Bullseye of cardboard for
38191
38195
€ 33,20

38190

Aluminium SAFETY FLAGS

Due to the
regulations
of the German DSB.

37944

5 pcs. per caliber
Cal. 9mm
47751.009
Cal. .38/.357 47751.038
Cal. .45
47751.045
Cal. .308
47751.128
10 pcs per caliber
Cal. .22lr
47751.056
Cal. .4,5
47750.450

€ 17,50
€ 17,50
€ 17,50
€ 19,70
€ 6,60
€ 6,60

AIR RIFLE TARGETS

37826
37830

37820
Target 12x12 cm
with 10 rings, 7-9 black, 10
white
37820
€ 11,30

Target 14x14 cm
with 5 bulls-eyes, ring 4-9 black,
10 white
37826
€ 11,30

37841

Target 14x14 cm,
with 12 rings, ring 10 and 11
black, 12 white
37830
€ 12,20

UIT-Target 10x10 cm,
ring 4-9 black, 10 white, consecu
tively numbered
37841
€ 5,60

Recommended retail prices.
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TARGET TRAPS and TARGETS
1

1 Flat Target Trap

2

for targets 14x14 cm,
with clasp to secure 10x10 cm targets.
€ 14,37310

2 Flat Target Trap

for targets 17x17 cm,
with clasp to secure 10x10 cm targets.
37311
€ 16,-

4
3

3 Silhouette-Box with 5 targets

4 pendulum targets get tipped over with hits
and set upright with a hit on the middle target.
Dimensions: 49x21x32 cm.
€ 49,37315
Dim.: 49x21x32 cm

4 Target Silhouettes for Airguns!

Results display by rotating target. Robust metal
construction. Dimensions: 24x18 cm
€ 19,95
37307
Target:1: Crow
37309
Target 2: Bottle
€ 19,95

4

DJV TARGETS
Test target DJV N° A18 with hare,
extern ring 75 cm, internal ring 37,5cm
85x85cm
38240
€ 1,10

DJV N° 1, roebuck, standing to the left, 100m
86x122 cm
38300
€ 4,90
Bullseye for DJV N° 1
38300.010 € 0,90

Test target DJV N° A2 for bullet shooting
with scope 30x42cm
38250
€ 0,85

DJV N° 2, sqeaker, standing to the right, 100m
55x55cm
38301
€ 4,90
Bullseye for DJV N° 2
38301.010 € 0,90

DJV rifle target of paper,
10 rings, target Ø 50cm, bullseye Ø 15cm,
white centre 5cm Ø
38280
€ 0,65
Bullseye for 38280
38280.010 € 0,40

DJV TARGETS
for air-rifles (distance 10 m),

card board, 14x14 cm

LG1 Roebuck,10m
38451
LG2 Sqeaker standing right, 10m
38452
LG3 Fox, 10m
38453
LG4 Chamois, 10m
38454
LG5 Sqeaker running left, 10m
38455

€ 14,50
€ 14,50
€ 14,50
€ 14,50
€ 14,50

DJV N° 3, fox, sitting to the left, 100m
86x122cm
38302
€ 4,90
Bullseye for DJV N° 3
38302.010 € 0,90

38304

38240
38301

DJV N° 4, chamois, standing to the left, 100m.
86x122cm
38303
€ 4,90
Bullseye for DJV N° 4
38303.010 € 0,90
DJV N° 5, sqeaker, running to the left, 50m
76x132cm
38304
€ 4,90
Bullseye for DJV N° 5
38304.010 € 0,90
DJV N° 6, sqeaker, running to the left, 60m,
2 part. 86x163cm
38305
€ 6,65
Bullseye for DJV N° 6
38305.010 € 0,90
DJV N° 7, sqeaker, running to the right, 50m
76x132cm
38306
€ 4,90
Bullseye for DJV N° 7
38306.010 € 0,90

38300

38303
38302

38451 - 38455

TARGET PATCH self-adhesive
1000 pcs. in box
Zweckform Ø 19 mm:
€ 6,60
black		
38974
white		38975
For DJV targets Ø 19 mm:
€ 5,90
brown roebuck		
38980
grey sqeaker and chamois buck 38981
red/brown fox 		
38982
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SHOOTING BOOK
green cardboard cover with pre-print
and division, 2 columns of 6 shots
each, 30x21cm.
39060
€ 11,30

PAINTED
TARGETS
PAINTED TARGETS

1 from solid beech wood

The targets are hand-turned from solid beech wood,
then sanded and lacquered. The beech wood has an
even light colour, only selected solid wood is used.
The wooden shooting targets have a thickness of approx. 2.5 cm and are therefore also very well suited for
shooting directly on to the target. Due to the lowered
picture bed on the 30, 40 and 50 cm targets, the
Please add motif-N°
shooting targets with art prints appear to be handpainted. On the back each target has a brass-coloured to Stock N°
of the target.
hanger.
Stock
N°

Diameter
outer inner

Available
motifs

.001
.002
.003
.005
.008
.010
.011
.013
.014

Price

38695 30 cm 19 cm Roebuck, red deer,
wild boar, hare,
mountain cock,
38696 40 cm 26 cm fox, rifles
Roebuck, red deer,
wild boar, cham38697 50 cm 37 cm
ois, mallard duck,
fox, rifles

€ 33,€ 47,€ 59,-

1

roebuck
red deer
wild boar
chamois
rifles
mountain cock
hare
fox
duck

Motifs for targets
with outer diameters
of 50 cm

AIRGUN DARTS

for air rifles and air pistols in
caliber 4,5mm (.177).
Box with 100 pieces.
48300
€ 21,40

PAINTED TARGETS

2 of strong cardboard.

With silk-screen print.Target diameter 34 cm, picture
diameter 26 cm. Available motifs:, Roebuck, red deer,
wild boar, chamois, pheasant, mountain cock, fox, duck.
38612
€ 12,45

3 of plywood.

With 5 colour silk-screen print.
Stock
N°

Diameter
outer inner

Available
motifs

Roebuck, red
38660 30 cm 18 cm deer, wild boar,
chamois, pheas38662 35 cm 26 cm ant, mountain
cock, fox, duck.

Price

€ 19,80

1

€ 23,40

Motifs for targets
with outer diameters
of 30 cm and 40 cm

4 with turned wooden frame.
Picture is detachable for shooting.
Stock
N°

Diameter
outer inner

Available
motifs

Roebuck, red
38630 34 cm 26 cm deer, wild boar,
chamois, pheas38632 50 cm 39 cm ant, mountain
cock, fox, duck.

Price

Hit pin.

€ 59,80

38665.000 4,0 - 6,5 mm
38665.100 6,5 - 9,0 mm

Please add motif-N°
to Stock N°
of the target.
.001
.002
.003
.005
.007
.010
.013
.014

roebuck
red deer
wild boar
chamois
pheasant
mountain
cock
fox
duck

2

conical, for shot holes
and numbering. Bag
of 100 pieces.

€ 38,50

€ 10,50
€ 15,70

3
4
Recommended retail prices.
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